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The bifurcation to unstable equilibrium shapes in the neighborhood of the minimum volume 
stability limit of liquid bridges has been described by using the Lyapunov-Schmidt technique. Prior 
to the bifurcation analysis, the stability limits of axisymmetric liquid bridges (both that of maximum 
and that of minimum volume) have been analytically calculated when the liquid bridge supports are 
two circular, coaxial disks. The interface shapes have been parametrically described and the 
parameters corresponding to the marginally stable shapes have been determined in terms of elliptic 
variables. Bifurcation equations have been obtained analytically describing the behavior near the 
critical points previously calculated and the effect of small axisymmetric imperfections has been 
considered. The considered imperfections are inequality in the diameter of the supporting disks, 
small body forces due to an axial gravity, and liquid bridge rotation as a solid body. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Most of the investigations concerning liquid bridge stat
ics are connected with the study of the stability of axisym
metric equilibrium shapes of liquid bridges with respect to 
axisymmetric perturbations.16 More recent results have 
been reported on the possible loss of stability due to nonaxi-
symmetric perturbations,1'710 which are the critical ones in 
many cases. In a recent paper Slobozhanin et al.u have ana
lyzed the character of the bifurcation of liquid bridges when 
no imperfections are considered. From all these studies, the 
interest in determining the stability limits of axisymmetric 
liquid bridges' equilibrium shapes is obvious. Several meth
ods have been used in order to compute the minimum vol
ume stability limit of long liquid columns under ideal condi
tions (when neither gravity nor solid body rotation is 
considered and the disk radii are equal). 

To continue with the bifurcation analysis, a detailed de
scription of the constant volume stability limits in the general 
case, considering not only the maximum volume stability 
limit but also the minimum volume stability limit corre
sponding to short liquid columns (for long and medium ones, 
the limits have been already calculated in previous works, 
Gillete and Dyson,2 Meseguer,12 Gomez et al.13), is included. 
The possibility of stability loss with respect to perturbations 
of arbitrary shape (not necessarily axisymmetric) is analyzed. 

Moreover, concerning the minimum volume stability 
limit, recent investigations have analyzed the influence of 
Bond number (Slobozhanin and Perales3), the Weber number 
(Slobozhanin and Perales4), electric fields (Gonzalez 
et al.14), external axial flows (Lowry and Steen15), and disk 
diameter inequality (Slobozhanin et al.5) considering these 
effects alone and more recently the combined effect of sev

eral of them.1619 However in all these works the problem is 
finally solved by numerical methods and some calculation 
difficulties appear when small values of the perturbations are 
considered. Other studies (Martinez and Perales6) use a for
mulation in terms of elliptic functions in order to calculate 
the minimum volume stability limit in the absence of exter
nal forces and in other works, numerical methods are used to 
compute the stability limits (Perales et al. ;20 Martinez 
etal21). It is very difficult to determine from the above-
mentioned studies the behavior for small values of the im
perfections (B, H, and W) and the character of the bifurca
tion with these imperfections has not been analyzed. Some 
analytical studies of the bifurcation have been done in the 
neighborhood of the cylinder (see, e.g., Vega and Perales22), 
but there is little knowledge of this behavior except for this 
particular configuration. This lack of data and the need for a 
study of the asymptotic behavior of the stability limits for 
small values of the imperfections lead to the use of methods 
employed in the bifurcation theory in order to analyze the 
problem in detail. 

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND EQUILIBRIUM 
SHAPES 

The fluid configuration here considered consists of an 
isothermal mass of liquid of volume V held by surface ten
sion forces between two parallel coaxial solid disks (of radii 
Rj and R2, respectively) placed a distance L apart (see Fig. 
1). Such configuration can be uniquely defined by the fol
lowing dimensionless parameters: the slenderness A 
= L/2Ro, the dimensionless volume v= V/TTR^L,, the di
mensionless disk radii difference H= (R 2 -Ri ) / (R 2 + Ri), 
the Bond number B= ApgR^/o-, and the Weber number W 
= ApR^fl2/o-. The characteristic magnitudes are: R0 = (R] 
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FIG. 1. Liquid bridge geometry. 

+ R2)/2; Ap, the density difference between the liquid 
bridge and the surrounding media; g, the axial acceleration; 
ft the solid body rotation rate; and a the surface tension. 

The equilibrium shape of a liquid bridge is described in 
cylindrical coordinates by the expression F=F(z, 9), where 
F is the distance of the liquid interface to the common disks 
axis, z is the position of the interface point measured along 
the axis, and 9 is the azimuth angle. Such a surface is de
scribed by the Young-Laplace equilibrium equation, which 
in dimensionless variables reads 

W 

~2 
M(F)-Bz+—F2 + P = 0. (1) 

The operator M(F) is twice the interface mean curva
ture. Moreover, the system formed by the liquid and its solid 
circular supports has been considered rotating around its axis 
as a solid body with an uniform angular velocity ft. 

Equation (1) must be completed with anchoring condi
tions of the interface to the disk edges, periodicity condi
tions, and a condition of liquid volume conservation: 

F(±A,0)=l±H, <9E[0,27T], 

F(Z,9)=F(Z,9+2TT), Z E [ - A , A ] , <9E[0,27T[, 

1 
Fz(z,9)dzd9. 4 77 A A JO 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

To write down the above-given expressions all lengths 
have been made dimensionless with.Ro • P is a still unknown 
constant related with the pressure level, which has been 
made dimensionless with cr/R0. The parameters A,B,H, W, 
and v were defined previously. 

For a liquid bridge at rest, in the absence of external 
forces, surrounded by another fluid with constant interface 
tension, the axisymmetric equilibrium shapes are given by 
Eq. (1) with W=B = 0. That is, the equilibrium shape is a 
surface of revolution of constant mean curvature 

M(F) + P--
1 F, 

-P = 0. (5) 
F(l+F2)112 F(l+F2)312 

As is well-known,2'6'23'24 the general solution of Eq. (5) 
can be written in the following parametric form: 

F= v«-y/l — sin2 a sin2 <p, 

z= -Ja[F(a,<p)cosa + E(a,<p) + b], (6) 

wherea andb are constants (0=sa^ir), F(a,<p) andE(a,<p) 
are the elliptic integrals of first and second kind, and the 
positive parameter a is defined as 

P 2 ( l + cosa)2 

The meridian curve generating the revolution surface 
must then be a piece of an axially periodic Plateau curve: 
cylinder, unduloids, catenoids, nodoids, and sphere. All of 
these, except catenoids, can be expressed in the above-given 
parametric form,2,6,23,24 where a identifies the Plateau curve 
(|cosa| is the ratio of hollow-to-summit radii; O^a^ir/2 
and Tr/2^a^TT correspond to unduloids and nodoids, re
spectively) and <p is the parameter that makes the curve being 
run. Actually, parameter <p is proportional to Plateau curves' 
arclength, ds=± -J~a( 1 + cos a)d<p, which is the representa
tion parameter directly used by most authors (see, e.g., 
Slobozhanin et al.,u Lowry and Steen25). 

Using the variable u = F(a,<p), expressions (6) can be 
written as follows: 

F=^fadnu, z=y[a[u cosa + E(a,amu) + b], (7) 

where am u and dn u are the Jacobian elliptic functions am
plitude and delta amplitude, respectively. In terms of this 
solution, the anchoring conditions (2) are then rewritten as 

\+H= VadnMj, 

A= y[a[ul cos a + E(a,amux) + b], 

l—H=4adnu2, 

— A=^fa[u2 cosa + E(a,amM2) + ^ ] ! 

and the volume conservation requirement as 
,.3/2 

(8) 

(9) 

a 

6A 
—r{sin2 a[dnulsnulcnul — dnu2snu2cnu2] 

2(l + cosa)2[E(a,amM1) — E(a,ama2)]} 

-cosa. (10) 

In the above-given formulas u2 and b are chosen in such 
a way that -K(a)^u2^K(a), where K(a) is the complete 
elliptic integral of first kind and snu and cnu are the Jaco
bian elliptic sine and cosine. 

III. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS FOR EQUAL DISKS 
AND ZERO GRAVITY 

In order to perform the bifurcation analysis, we define 
the operator 

J r :XXR^C([-A,A]X[0,277],R)Xl 

1 fA 
P.{f,a)^\M{f) + a 477A J - A J O 

f2 dz d9 

where X is the subset of functions of C 2 ( [ -A ,A] 
X[0,2TT-],R) which fulfills boundary conditions (2) and (3). 
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In these terms, the problem defined by expressions (2)-
(5) can be simply written as 

F(F,P) = (0,v), ( F , ? ) e I X R . (11) 

The Frechet derivative of this operator at (F,P)eX 
X R can be expressed as 

F(F,P)(f,a) = \M'(F)f+a, 
1 

2TTA I--A JO 

2 77 _ 

Ffdz d6 

(J,a)eXXl 

where, for axisymmetric F, the Frechet derivative of M(F) 
reads 

M'(F)f= 
J zz 

{\+F2
z)

m 

77 0 77 77 
r z J r zr zz 

_F(l+F2)3/2 (l+F2)5'2 

f+fee 

F2(l+F2)m 

1 d 

p dz 

( Ff, \ 

\(\+F yn) 
f+fee 

F2(l+F2)m 

L 

(12) 

A necessary condition for bifurcation in the neighbor
hood of an equilibrium solution, i.e., for the existence of 
more than one solution of the linearized problem obtained 
from (11), is the nonfulfillment of the implicit function theo
rem (Chow and Hale26). In such points, the Frechet deriva

tive is not one-to-one, or equivalently, its null space, 
M(1F'(F ,P)), contains nonzero vectors. As stability charac
ter usually changes on bifurcation points, a practical method 
of determining possible stability limits is to find the param
eter values for which the null space has other vectors than 
zero. 

In Sees. Ill A and III B, the stability limits of axisymmet
ric equilibrium shapes due to axisymmetric and nonaxisym-
metric perturbations, as well as the corresponding unstable 
modes, will be determined for the case H=0. 

A. Minimum volume stability limit (considering only 
axisymmetric perturbations) 

The perturbed problem to be solved in the neighborhood 
of any equilibrium solution of the boundary problem (l)-(4) 
is given by 

M'(F)f+q = 0, 

/ ( ± A ) = 0, Ffdz = Q, 
-A 

(13) 

(14) 

with fe=f00=O. 
The function Fz, where F is any axisymmetric equilib

rium solution, is always a solution of Eq. (13) with q = 0 
since as M(F) = -P, then (dldz) [M(F)]=M'(F)Fz = 0. 
Therefore, the general solution of Eq. (13) can be easily ob
tained using the constants variation technique. The solution 
can be then written in terms of elliptic variables as follows: 

J 

f(z(u))=A 
sna cn« dn^(2sn2 u— l) + snM cnM[(l + cos2a)M — 2E(a,ami/)] 

-B dn2 u + cos a ' dn2 u + cos a 

dnu sn2 u + snu cnu[u — E(a,amu)] 
-Q dn2 u + cos a 

(15) 

where z(u) is given by the second relation of (7) and 

a ( l + cosa)2 

Q= j 9-

The fulfillment of boundary conditions (14) leads to an 
homogeneous algebraic system of linear equations, which 
has a nontrivial solution if, and only if, 

1 1 
1 cos"' a 

a \ a 

„2 
1 1 

1 cos"' a 
a \a 

„2 

X - • 
cos2 a 3 2 

— AM2 + (1 + cos2 a)AEAu - -AE2+ -
2 2 a 

1 u-

4a \u2\ \ \ « 
- 2 cos a 

cos2 a 
A.u 

-2\ l + cos2a |A£ 
a 

= 0. (16) 

where Au = u1 — u2 and AE=E(a,amu1) — E(a,amu2). 
The preceding expression defines the locus of bifurca

tion points [the points where Af(F'(F,P))^{(0fi)}] in the 
parameters plane (J7,A). Such an expression coincides with 
the analytical expression of stability limits obtained by 
Gillette and Dyson2 making use of the conjugate point con
dition. In recent papers11'25 the same stability envelopes have 
been numerically obtained using alternate techniques. The 
solution of (16) is represented in Fig. 2 for the sake of com
pleteness. To better understand the behavior of the stability 
limit we are going to study later, here we summarize some 
results already known.2<5,23,24 

In general, Eq. (16) has three solutions: (a) a = l , (b) 
a= l/cos2a, (c) an intermediate value, K a < l / c o s 2 a , 
which makes zero the second factor, included in brackets, on 
the left-hand side of expression (16). 

Solutions a=\ and a = 1/cos2a. In these cases, the 
practical stability limit is obtained for AM = 2 K ( O ) and AE 
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FIG. 2. Stability limits of axisymmetric liquid bridges. Solid line corre
sponds to axisymmetric breakages (nonsymmetric to the midplane and lead
ing to unequal drops), dashed line to axisymmetric breakages (symmetric to 
the midplane and leading to equal drops), and dot-dashed lines to nonaxi-
symmetric, reversible perturbations. 

=2E(a) (0 =Sa=S7772), when the equilibrium shape com
pletes a period of the corresponding Plateau curve (undu
loid). The solutions of the perturbed problem (13)—(14) are 
then proportional to (Fz ,0). 

Slenderness and volume ratio are given by 

A e= Va(K(a)cosa + E(a)), 

2(l + cosa)2E(a) 

K(a)cosa + E(a) cos a 

(17) 

with the parameter a ranging between 0 and TTI2 (see Fig. 2). 
In the above-given expressions, a=\ and a= l/cos2a cor
respond to the stability limit in the regions u < 1 and u > 1, 
respectively (both are represented by the solid line in Fig. 2). 
However, for a = 1 the stability limit is of practical interest 
only when 0s^as^al, where a = al corresponds to the so-
called "double-point" (points in Fig. 2) defined in the fol
lowing. In Fig. 2 this curve has been plotted only up to this 
limit, although it further continues for smaller values of A 
(see, e.g., Fig. 2 in Ref 25). 

Solution K a < l / c o s 2 a . The condition to have non-
trivial solutions in this case is 

1 1 , AM 
11 cosz a — -AE 

X • - cos2 a Hi-

XI cos2 a 
Au 

AE 

l--\\--cos2a\AE2 

a \ a 
(18) 

with 

Au = 2nK(a) — 2u2 

AE = 2nE(a) — 2E(a,amu2), —= = dnM2. 

The corresponding slenderness and volume ratio are 

Ae(«) = — [ A a cosa + AE], 

ve(a) = a 

(l + cosa)2AE-^ 
2 Ja 

1 1 9 | "2 
1 ] ( cos a 

(AM COS a + AE) 

'2\ COSfl 

(19) 

On the one hand, when 0=Sa<7r/2 (the meridian shape 
of the interface corresponds to an unduloid), the first mode 
instability is obtained for n = (l + u2/\u2\)/2 [recall that u2 

was chosen in the range —K(a)<H2<K.(a)]. On the other 
hand, if TT/2<CI^TT (the interface contour is a piece of 
nodoid), expressions (18) and (19) are applicable only for 
n = (—l + u2/\u2\)/2. Otherwise, the interface shape pre
sents unbounded derivatives and/or unrealistic double points 
where the interface intersects itself. For « = 0 the curve (19) 
is in the region u > 1, where it is well known that the prac
tical minimum volume stability limit is given by (17) with 
a= l/cos2a (Refs. 6 and 23). Therefore, the curve (19) is of 

practical interest for either 0=Sa<7r/2 and u2>0, or TT/2 
<a^TT and u2<0, i.e., n = u2/\u2\=cosa/\cosa\. Actually, 
(18) and (19) describe the practical stability limit between 
points A and C (the dashed line in Fig. 2). At point A the 
curves (17) for a=\ and (19) for cosa>0 (u2>0 and n 
= 1) have a first-order contact. Analytically, points is deter
mined by the condition 

K(a1) = 2E(a1) ! (20) 

which has the solution a1 = 1.140 6 5 . . . corresponding to 
A = A^ = 2.127... and u = 0.591... (see Fig. 2). 



Point C corresponds to the first point of curve (19) in 
which the interface shape presents an unbounded derivative 
Fz [given by (15) for .4 = - s i n 2 a and B = Q = 0]. Such a 
condition corresponds to a = a2 such that dn2 w2 = -cosa2, 
which implies that a2= 1.616 196..., A c = 0.361 131... and 
u c = 0.164315... . 

The so-called catenoidal limit (point B in Fig. 2) is ob
tained for a = 77-/2. In this case u2 and a tend to infinity, but 
Aw remains bounded and fulfills 

„ , A H \ \ /AW 
( — tanh — 

Aw/ /Aw 
• y l - 3 t a n h 2

T 

X 1-2 tanh2 
Aw 'Aw\2 /Aw 

M - t a n h -

X 1-tanh2 
Aw 

= 0. 

The previous expression results after taking limits in 
(18) for cos a tending to zero. As a consequence of that, point 
B corresponds to Aw = 4.478 36..., AB = 0.47179..., and 
vB = 0.24048... . 

The solutions of the perturbed problem (13)—(14) corre
sponding to the stability limits analyzed in this region (1 
<a< l / cos 2 a ) are proportional to (f2,q2), where 

3A£ 
?2 = a ( l + c o s a ) a (1 + cosa) 

(1 + cos2 a) 
X\AE-- -Awl-

12uA 

2 ' " / a5/2(l + cosa)3 : 

and/2 is given by expression (15) with 

"3 

(21) 

A = sin a -(K(a)cosa + E(a))AE-
1 

2~a~ 
(K(a)AE 

3uA 
E(a)Aw) 3/2" K(a) 

3 1 3uA 
B=-(l + cosa)AE+— (AE-Au) m , (22) 

2 la a 
a ( l + cosa)3 

Q= o ?2-

B. Stability limit considering nonaxisymmetric 
perturbations 

Nonaxisymmetric perturbations must satisfy 

(A Cl-iT 
M'(F)f+q = 0, clz Ffd0=O, (23) 

J-A JO 

where M'(F) is given by (12), and the boundary and peri
odicity conditions 

A±A,6) = 0, f(z,0)=f(z, 0+2TT), 

z e [ - A , A ] , 0E[O,2TT[. 
(24) 

Using the technique of variables separation, we obtain 
that the system (23)-(24) has no nontrivial nonaxisymmetric 
solution for Fz bounded in [ - A, A]. To show that, the lead

ing equation of (23) must be multiplied by F(z)a„(z)cosnd, 
where a„(z) is the «th cosinus coefficient in the Fourier 
series of / . Then, both members of the resulting equation 
must be integrated in (z,0)e]-A,A[X]O,27r[. After one 
integration by parts in the z variable and taking into account 
that a„(± A) = 0 [see the first condition of (24)], we have 

F 
( 1 + ^ ) 3 / 2 

I da„ 

\ dz 

1 

' F(l+F2
z)

112' 
dz = 0. (25) 

Now, if «>0 , the identity an(z) = 0 in [ — A,A] readily 
follows. In a similar way it is demonstrated that the «th sinus 
coefficient is zero for every solution of (23)-(24). Therefore, 
as long as the value of Fz is bounded in [ — A,A], only the 
previously analyzed bifurcations to axisymmetric modes can 
arise. 

However, for H=0 an interesting case of bifurcation to 
stationary solutions appears in the axisymmetric equilibrium 
solution in which Fz—*• ± 00 at the ends of the equilibrium 
shape ( z = ± A ) . To deal with these solutions, the system 
(2)-(5) must be reformulated to allow unbounded z deriva
tives in both the equilibrium and the perturbed solutions. 

Let (F=F(t),z = Z(t),0=0) be an axisymmetric solu
tion in parametric form [for instance those ones given by 
expressions (7) taking t = u\ which is now perturbed as fol
lows: 

F=F(t)-
1 

-h(t,6), 
l+Fi 

--z(t)-
F, 

-h(t,6). 
i+Fi 

In these expressions, perturbations are measured along 
the normal vector to the axisymmetric equilibrium solution. 

Using an explicit representation for the equilibrium 
shape (t = z), in a first approximation the perturbation mag
nitude, h = h(z,0), is obtained as solution of the following 
linearized problem: 

M'(F)h + q = 0, I I 

h(z,0) 
lim , =0, h(z,6) = h(z,6+2ir). 

(26) 

•V z^±A^\+FA
z 

0E[O,2TT[ . 

When Fz is bounded at either z = - A o r z = A, all terms 
in the Fourier series of the nonaxisymmetric solutions of (26) 
have zero coefficients, as can be easily seen using (25) and 
the boundary conditions of (26). However, when Fz is an 
unbounded function at both ends, the nontrivial nonaxisym
metric solution 

h1(z,0)=A cos 0, (27) 

fulfills the boundary conditions (26) [the solutions which are 
proportional to sin 0 are also considered in (27) by means of 
a variable change in 0]. This nonaxisymmetric perturbation 
mode (27) has been previously reported by Slobozhanin 
etal.lu 



Therefore, when/f =0, new curves of bifurcation can be 
found in the plane (A,u) for Fz = Fu/zu unbounded at both 
ends. These curves are determined by the condition zu 

= Va(cosa+dn2M)|„ „ =0, which implies dnul=dnu2 

= V-cosa and a = - 1/cosa(TT/2^a =sTT). The resulting 
stability limits (the dot-dashed lines of Fig. 2) are described 
in parametric form as 

1 
Ae(a) = — [l + cosfl±(cosflK(a) + E(fl))]. 

2 V~ cos a 

— 2 / „ 3 cosa\ 

(1 +cosa) 
+ [ l ± ( l + cosa)K(fl)]. 

3AeV~cosa 

These expressions correspond, respectively, to the left
most branch of the minimum volume stability limit curve 
(taking in the expressions the sign - ) and to the maximum 
volume stability limit curve (taking the sign +) (see Refs. 11 
and 25). When the minus sign is taken in these expressions, 
the resulting curve is in the region v < 1 and intersects the 
curve given by (19) in point C (a2= 1.616 196...) deter
mined in the previous section. 

IV. BIFURCATION ANALYSIS IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD 
OF THE MINIMUM VOLUME STABILITY LIMIT 
FOR EQUAL DISKS AND ZERO GRAVITY 

The Lyapunov-Schmidt method is going to be used in 
the bifurcation analysis (Myshkis et a/.,1 Chow and Hale26). 
The problem to be solved in the axisymmetric case is 

Jr(F,P) + (f,q)^ = (0,v + V), F(±A) = 1±H, (28) 

whose solutions are expanded as (F,P) = (F+ ef+u,P 
+ eq + r). The pair (F,P) is the unperturbed solution of 
problem (11) where bifurcation takes place. However, pertur
bations are divided into two linearly independent compo
nents, (f,q)eN(T'(F,P)) and (u,r), i.e., 

F(F,P)(f,q) = [M'Wf+q^^Ffdz =(0,0). 

(29) 

In fact, the parameter e, which stands for the magnitude 
of the interface deformation, is defined in such a way that the 
orthogonality condition ((f,q),(u,r)) = 0 holds. Here the in
ner product 

((f,q),(h,s))=jj Ffhdz + sq, (30) 

has been defined for all (f,q) and ( A , S ) E C 2 ( [ - A , A ] , R ) 

X R. Such an orthogonality condition uniquely defines e as 

= ((F-F,P-P),(f,q)) 

((f,q),if,q)) ' 

In the boundary value problem (28) [see also Eq. (1)], V, 
H, B, and W appear as small parameters to be used to study 

the bifurcation in the neighborhood of the solution (F,P) 
which corresponds to volume v (of order unity) and fulfills 
the requirement Af(^'(F,P))^ {(0,0)}. 

According to the Lyapunov-Schmidt method, in the 
neighborhood of the bifurcation point corresponding to e 
= V=H=B=W=0, (u,r) = (0,0), problem (28) uniquely 
defines the functions u(z;e,V,H,B,W), r(e,V,H,B,W), and 
^(e,V,H,B,W), which can be expanded as 

5 5 5 

u(z;e,V,H,B,W) = ̂  e!«!(z) + 2 2 e^u^z) 

i=2 z = l j=\ 

5 5 5 

+ 2 2 2 eleekul]k(z) + ---, 
i = l j=\ k = \ 

5 5 5 

r (€ ,F , /7 ,5 , r ) = 2 e ,r , -+2 2 e,-e/y 

i=2 i = 1 j = 1 

5 5 5 

+ 2 2 2 eiejetf'ijk+---, (31) 
i = l j=\ k = \ 
5 5 5 

*(e ,F , t f ,ZW) = 2 e,-g,-+2 2 et€igii 

i=\ i = 1 j = 1 

5 5 5 

+ 2 2 2 eiejekgijk+---! 
i = l j = \ k=\ 

where the notation ex = e; e2 = V; e3 = H; e4 = B; e5 = W has 
been used. The different coefficients in the expansions 
"ij'UijkSijSijicgij'gijk,- • •, are symmetric to index per
mutations. 

The bifurcation equation will be 

V(e,V,H,B,W) = 0. (32) 

Notice that setting ^ = 0 the problem defined by (28) 
coincides with the problem given by (l)-(4). 

Before solving the problem (28) it is convenient to ana
lyze the symmetries involved in the problem, which allow us 
to anticipate some characteristics of the bifurcation equation 
(32) and to ease the algebra involved (see, e.g., Meseguer 
et al.,7 Vega and Perales,21 and Perales27). When the vector 
of the null space N(1F'(F,P)) is proportional to (f,q) 
= (Fz,0) [as is the case along the curve (17), the solid line in 
Fig. 2], problem (28) remains invariant under the following 
set of symmetries (notice that Fz is now an odd function of 
z): 

z^ -z, e^ - e,H^ -H,B^ -£,•*->• V. 

From these symmetries the following identity 

V(e,V,H,B,W)=-ifr(-e,V,-H,-B,W) 

can be easily deduced. 
Thus, without any further calculation, it can be inferred 

that the only nonzero first-order coefficients are those corre
sponding to the terms in H and B. Moreover, the second-
order and third-order coefficients to be taken into account are 



those proportional to eV, eW, and e3. This analysis leads to 
the following (simplified) bifurcation equation where only 
nonzero relevant terms have been included: 

g3H+g4B + 2gneV+2gl5eW+gnle
3 + - •• = (), 

which represents a branching to unstable axisymmetric solu
tions if H=5 = 0 and breaks into two branches otherwise. 

In the cases corresponding to if,q) = if2,^2) [such as 
those described by (19), the dashed line in Fig. 2], problem 
(28) remains invariant under the following set of symmetries 
[notice that now/ 2 ( z )= / 2 ( —z)]: 

z^-z,H^-H,B^-B. 

Thus, the identity 

^ ( 6, V,H,B, W) = ^(e,V,-H,-B,W) 

holds and, as a result, the only first-order coefficients which 
are nonzero are those corresponding to the terms in V and 
W. Among the second-order coefficients the only ones to be 
taken into account are those corresponding to the terms in 
B2, H2, and BH. All the third-order coefficients are irrel
evant when are compared with the previous ones. 

Therefore, the (simplified) bifurcation equation reduces 
to 

I 

General expressions of Mijk(F)uijk are not needed to 
describe the bifurcations analyzed here and will not be cal
culated. 

The boundary value problems which uniquely determine 
the coefficients of expansions (31) are listed in the following. 

Order et: 

M'(F)Ul + r1 + glf=AlAz--Ah5F
2, 

1 fA _ 
^- I Fu1dz + g1q = Al2, (33) 

g2V+g5W+gu£
2 + g33H

2 + 2g34HB + g44B
2 + --- = 0, 

which represents a turning point. 
Introducing the expressions F=F+ ef+u, P = P+eq 

+ r in (28) with u, r, and ^ expanded as in (31), a sequence 
of boundary value problems is obtained for each minimum 
volume stability limit considered in Sec. Ill A: (1) A>A^ 
with f=Fz and q = 0; (2) A<A^ w i t h / = / 2 given by (15) 
and (22), and q2^0, given by (21). 

To obtain the formulation of these problems the mean 
curvature needs to be asymptotically expanded: 

5 5 5 

M(F)=M(F) + JJ eiM'(FJK,-+2 2 e^M^FK, 
;' = 1 i = 1 j = 1 

5 5 5 

+ 2 2 2 eiejekMijk(F)uijk+---. 
i = l j = \ k=\ 

Expressions of M(F) andM'(F)itj are given by (5) and 
(12) (with uiee=Q), respectively, whereas Mi](F)ui] and 
M111(F)u111 are given by 

I 

« I-(±A) = ±AI-,3, 

j j F(Ul-Ahlf)fdz + q(r,-Ahlq) = 0, 

where A i ; is the Kronecker delta (A ! ; = 1 if i=j and AtJ 

= 0 i f / # / ) . 
For /' = 1 (el = e), the solution is ux =f, rx=q and g] 

= 0. Moreover, from the symmetries analysis, it was deduced 
that if f=Fz, then g2=g5 = Q, and that if f=f2, then g3 

=g4=o. 
Order 6,6,: 

2«,-«, (l-2F2
z)(l+F2

z)-3FFzz(l-4F2
z) Fz 

2M (F)ii = 2M'(F)u - — — + — ulzu - — — (u,u +uulz) 
F3(l+F2)112 F(l+F2)712 F2(l+F2)312 

2FZ 
I T (uizuizz + uizuizz) • 

(l+F2)5'2 

Mlu(F)Uul=M'(F)Uui-
2UM, r zuiiuiz 

•2\„ . ,.2 FzulUlz (\-2Fz)ulU\ 

F3(l+F2)1'2 F4(l+F2)1'2 F2(l+F2)3'2 F3(l+F2)3'2 2F2(l+F2)5'2 

Fzu,unz ulzuuz(\-2F2
z) Fz(3-2F2)u3

z 3Fzulzullzz 3(l-4F2)ulzzii
2
z 3Fzulzzut 

r 2 \ 5 / 2 ?2 N 7/2 F2(l+F2)312 F(l+Fiy12 2F(\+F2)"2 (1+Fiy12 2(1+Ft)"2 (l+F2) •2\5/2 ?2 N 7/2 ?2 N 5/2 

3FZZ( l-4F2)ulzullz 5FzFzz(3-4F2)u3
z 

(l+F) •2\7/2 2(1+Ft) 2 \ 9 / 2 



TABLE I. Coefficients of the bifurcation equation in the range A > A^ . 

A j 4 < A < i r ( a = l ) or A> i r («= l / cos 2 a ) 

gm = « TT( 1 — a cos a)' 

(K(a)-aE(a))2 

K(a)-2aE(a) 
- (1 + a2 cos2 a)K(a) + 2 aE(a) 

4(K(a)cos a+E(a) ) (K(a) - aE(a)) 

K(a ) -2aE(a ) 

1 + a cos a 
g l 5 = « 

ir( 1 — a cos a)( 1 + a cos a) 

(K(a) -aE(a) ) 3 + 4« 2 cos 2 a+ 
aE(a) 

6ir(l —a cos a) 

3[(l + «2cos2a)K(a)-2«3E(a)cos2a]] 

1 1 

K(a ) -2aE(a ) 

g3 = 

g4 = 

TT 1 + a cos a 

2 K(a)cos a+E(a) 

IT (1 — cos a) 

a[2(l+cosa)2E(a) 

3 K(a)cos a+E(a) 

i - 4 

= - i 

g 3 " 

?4 = 2 

1 fA _ 
— I (2Fu1] + u1uj)dz + g1]q = 0, 

« I7(±A) = 0, 

(34) 

A J -
Ful,fdz + rl,q = 0. 

The symmetries analysis indicates that g n = g 1 3 = g 1 4 = 0 in 
the c a s e / = F z andg 1 3 =g 1 4 =0 for f=f2. Moreover, pro
vided that quantities g3 and g4 are nonzero, the coefficients 
g33, g44, and g34 are nonrelevant when f=Fz. Similarly, 
when f=f2, owing to the fact that g 2 , g 5 , and gn are not 
zero, the coefficients g12 and g15 are not needed. 

Order e\(e2) 

Mln{F)uln 

1 fA 

A J -
(35) 

« n i ( ± A ) = 0, 
1 

A J -
Fuulfdz + rluq = 0, 

(this problem is nonrelevant if f=f2)-
Using the Frechet derivative operator (29), all the above-

described problems take the form 

r(F,P)(u,r)+g(f,q) + (h,a) = (0,0), 

where g is the corresponding coefficient of the bifurcation 
equation and the vector (/z,a) eC( [ -A ,A] ,R)XR only de
pends on the solutions of lower order problems. The inner 
product (30) of the preceding equation and (f,q) 
£N(1F'(F,P)) give the resolubility condition 

((h,a),(J,q)) 
((f,q),(f,q)) ' 

(36) 

because {F(F,P)(u,r),(f,q)) = {(u,r),F(F,P)(f,q)) 
= 0, as can be easily proven. Therefore, to calculate the rel
evant coefficients of the bifurcation equation the higher order 
problems are not needed to be fully solved. 

A. Bifurcation in the range A > A ^ 

The possible bifurcation points are the stability limits 
given by the parametric expressions (17) (the solid line in 
Fig. 2) for a=l /cos 2 a (0sSa=STr/2) and a=l(0^a^al). 
Here the null space of 1F'(F,P) is generated by the vector 
(f,q) = (Fz,0). 

The solutions of the different order problems yield the 
expressions of the relevant coefficients and functions of the 
asymptotic expansions of u(z), r, and ^ . The obtained re
sults are collected and summarized in Appendix 1. Finally, 
the following bifurcation equation, which is valid in the 
range of values A>A^ = 2.127..., results 

1 — a cos a 
[e3giu + eVgu+eWg 15 

(37) 

(1 + a cos a)( 1 - -Jacosa)2 

+ Hg3 + Bg4+---] = 0. 

The parameter ? is defined as 

€ ( l - a c o s a ) 

(1 + acosa) 

The analytical expressions of the coefficients of the pre
vious bifurcation equation, as well as their limit values for 
A = TT, are shown in Table I and plotted in Fig. 3. Notice that 
the corresponding limit values for A = TT (the cylindrical 
configuration) coincide with the data previously published 
(Meseguer etal.;s Vega and Perales22). Moreover, in the 
neighborhood of the "double point" ( A = A J 4) the coeffi-
cientsgm , g12, andg15 tend to some nonfinite value, as can 
be easily seen from their analytical expressions because 
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FIG. 3. Bifurcation equation coefficients as a function of slenderness, A 
>A„. 

K(a) equals 2E(a) at this point. However, the relationships 
gu\lgu andg15/g12 remain finite while g3/gu andg 4 /g u 

vanish. 
Equation (37) implies that for small values of B and H 

the stability limit is shifted in an amount proportional 
to two-thirds power of quantity g3H+g4B. This shift can 
be zero for particular combinations of H and B (HIB 
= -g4lg3), which are represented in Fig. 4. In such a case, 
the symmetry of the problem, broken by any of the two 
imperfections, is recovered and the change in the stability 
limit is determined by the nonconsidered high order terms. In 
fact, the symmetries analysis implies that the terms which 
should be considered are those of order VH, VB, e2H, e2B, 
eV2, and e5. 

As has been previously mentioned, when H=B=W 
= 0, Eq. (37) leads to subcritical bifurcation of pitchfork type 
near the marginally stable equilibrium solutions correspond
ing to constant slenderness values with A>A^ . In such a 

8j83 

-10 

-15 
2 A. 

FIG. 4. Ratio HIB for recovering a pitchfork bifurcation as a function of 
slenderness. 

case, the bifurcated branches of equilibrium solutions are in 
the stable range (us=ue) of the bifurcation diagram (e,u). 
This behavior is observed on the curve corresponding to the 
values H=B=W=0 of Fig. 5, where the bifurcation dia
gram in the (Rl/4,v) plane for A = 4 is shown. Parameter 
Ry4 is defined as the equilibrium shape radius at z= -A /2 
and it is approximated by R1/4=F( — A/2)+ eFz(-A/2). 

Small imperfections, such as axial gravity or disks diam
eter inequality, leading to antisymmetric perturbations with 
respect to z = 0 break the diagram symmetry [see, e.g., Figs. 
5(a)-5(c)]. This symmetry breaking transforms the original 
bifurcation point (of pitchfork type for H=B=W=0) into a 
turning point and an additional isolated branch. In Fig. 5(c), 
the bifurcation diagram obtained for both H # 0 and B # 0 is 
shown. A small inequality of the disks diameter partially can
cels the effect of a small positive axial gravity, shifting the 
turning point to a value of Vc= Vclc smaller than that corre
sponding to equal disks and the same value of B \_Vcla in 
Fig. 5(a)]. If only negative values of the Bond number are 
considered, the result is equivalent to adding both of these 
instabilizing effects and the turning point is moved toward a 
value, Vc2c, greater than the critical volume corresponding 
toH=0(Vcla). 

The effect of an uniform rotation of the liquid bridge as 
a solid body consists of a shifting of the bifurcation diagram 
toward the zone of greater nondimensional volumes [see Fig. 
5(d)]. In this case, the diagram symmetry is not broken and 
the bifurcation is still of pitchfork type. 

B. Bifurcation in the range A < A „ 

Here, the bifurcation points to be analyzed are given by 
expression (19) with 0^a^a^a2 \al given by (20) and 
a2=1.616196...]. Moreover, the null space of the Frechet 
derivative operator is generated by the vector C/2^2) given 
by expressions (15), (21), and (22). Therefore, in the 
asymptotic expansions used in this section, the following 
values are taken: 

f=-=fi> 
?2 

q=\. 

By solving the different order problems, the functions 
and coefficients taking part in the first approximation of the 
asymptotic expansions of u(z), r, and ^ are easily obtained 
and summarized in Appendix 2. The corresponding bifurca
tion equation in the neighborhood of the marginally stable 
equilibrium solutions is 

1 

2A||(72,1)||2 

+ 32g44 

[ Vg2 + Wg5 +e2gu + H2g33 + IHBg 34 

•]=o, 

which is valid for the range A ^ A s s A ^ . The coefficients 
&2 > &5 > &11 > &33 > &34 > a nd &44 a r e deduced from expressions 
(A12), (A20) and (A18), respectively. 

In Fig. 6 the variation of these coefficients with the pa
rameter A is shown. Integrals appearing in Eq. (A 18) have 
been calculated numerically. In the neighborhood of the 
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FIG. 5. Bifurcation map of a long liquid bridge (A = 4). The map corresponding to zero external forces is compared to those obtained for the following 
imperfections: small axial acceleration (a), small radii difference (b), small axial gravity and small radii difference (c), small bridge isorotation around its 
axis (d). 

''double point" (A = A^), the dominant terms of the bifur
cation equation are due to the small imperfections in B and 
H (?33, g34, and g^). These coefficients have unbounded 
values at this point, whereas g 2 , gs , and gu remain finite. 

FIG. 6. Bifurcation equation coefficients as a function of slenderness, A 
<AA. 

Therefore, near the double point A, higher order terms must 
be considered in the preceding bifurcation equation to know 
the effect of any of these imperfections on the minimum 
stable volume. By recalling the problem symmetries, the 
terms to be considered in this special case are those in eV, 
€3, eW, eH2, eHB, and eB2. 

From the bifurcation equation, it is also deduced that, 
when small values of B and H are considered, the stability 
limit is shifted in an amount proportional to (H2g33 

+ 2HBg34+B2g44). The effect of the isorotation is nearly 
negligible due to the small values of the ratio g5 lg2. 

Moreover, for a liquid bridge between two equals disks 
subjected to no external forces, bifurcation at the minimum 
volume stability limit in the range A ^ A s s A ^ arises as a 
" turning point" in which the stability of the equilibrium so
lution changes. This behavior is shown along the curves cor
responding to H=B= W=Q of Fig. 7, where the bifurcation 
diagrams in the (R1/4,v) plane are plotted for A= 1.6. Here, 
the shape radius at z= — A/2 is approached by 

Ry4=F(-A/2)+— f2( - A/2)+ Hu3(-A/2) 

+ Bu4(-A/2), 
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FIG. 7. Bifurcation map of a short liquid bridge (A= 1.6). The map corresponding to zero external forces is compared to those obtained for the following 
imperfections: small axial acceleration (a), small radii difference (b), small axial gravity and small radii difference (c), small bridge isorotation around its 
axis (d). 

where the functions f2(-A/2), M 3 ( - A / 2 ) , and M 4 ( - A / 2 ) 

have been obtained from expressions (15), (A13), and (A15), 
respectively. 

The presence of an imperfection, such as axial gravity or 
disks diameter inequality, leads to a shifting of the bifurca
tion diagram toward larger volumes without breaking of dia
gram symmetry, as shown in Fig. 7. Because of the presence 
of functions which are antisymmetric with respect to z = 0 
(M3(Z) and uA(z)) in the expression of R1/4, a diagram shift
ing along the R1/4 axis also arises. In Fig. 7(c), it is easily 
seen that a small value of H partially cancels the effect of a 
positive value of B. A nonzero value of H moves the turning 
point toward values of the limit volume smaller than those 
corresponding to the same value of B and H=0 [Vcl, see 
Fig. 7(a)]. Both of these effects add up in the present con
figuration, when negative values of the Bond number are 
considered. 

Figure 7(d) also shows that the effect of the liquid bridge 
isorotation is a very small shifting toward the range of 
greater limit volumes without any symmetry change. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The asymptotic behavior near the stability limits of axi-
symmetric liquid bridges is considered for small imperfec

tions (H, B, and W). Actually, the effect of these small im
perfections has been analyzed on the whole of the minimum 
volume stability limit which is critical to axisymmetric per
turbations. In this way, the bifurcation to new equilibrium 
solutions has been analytically described in the neighbor
hood of those critical points using the Lyapunov-Schmidt 
method. The obtained results are in agreement with the nu
merical ones previously published. 

As a preparation of the bifurcation analysis, the stability 
limits of axisymmetric liquid bridges held between two par
allel coaxial solid equal disks in the absence of external 
forces have been described in detail. In this study, it has been 
assumed that the liquid bridge is subjected to arbitrary small 
perturbations, not only axisymmetric ones (the only ones 
considered in the most of the previous works) but also non-
axisymmetric ones. An analytical formulation in terms of 
elliptic variables has been obtained in order to describe the 
maximum and minimum volume stability limit correspond
ing to arbitrary liquid columns, both of them being critical to 
nonaxisymmetric perturbations. Besides, an analytical study 
of the minimum volume stability limit which is critical to 
axisymmetric perturbations has been performed. 

When the liquid bridge becomes unstable, the breaking 



process has a very different evolution depending on the 
bridge slenderness. Thus, in the absence of external forces 
and for liquid bridge slenderness greater than that of the 
''double point" KA, the first found critical point corre
sponds to a subcritical "pitchfork" type bifurcation and the 
associated unstable mode is an odd function of z. However, 
for bridge slenderness smaller than A^, the first critical 
point is a turning point and the associated function is sym
metric with respect to the plane z = 0. This fact leads one to 
think that, in practical cases, unstable liquid bridges break 
into two unequal drops in the range A>A^ and into two 
equal drops for A < A^ . This behavior have been confirmed 
by experiments. 

If axisymmetric imperfections are considered, such as 
small axial gravity or small inequality of the disks diameter, 
two unequal drops are expected as the result of the breaking. 
In the neighborhood of solutions with slendernesses larger 
than A^ , these effects shift, proportionally to B2'3 and H2'3, 
the minimum volume stability limit toward values larger than 
those corresponding to H=B = 0. The bifurcation diagram 
symmetry is broken, and two isolated branches of solutions 
appear. The critical point of pitchfork type is transformed 
into a turning point. The larger the liquid bridge slenderness 
the more destabilizing the effects of nonzero B and H. How
ever, these destabilizing effects can cancel each other for 
some particular B/H ratio, which is a function of the bridge 
slenderness. For these particular combinations of B and H. 
some higher order terms should be considered in the bifur
cation equation to know the imperfections effect on the mini
mum volume stability limit. Thus, the critical behavior aris
ing near the stability curves of the (A,u) plane has been 
analytically described, reproducing previous numerical re
sults (Perales, Meseguer, and Martinez20). 

The bifurcation equation in the neighborhood of the mar
ginally stable equilibrium shapes with A< A^ shows the ex
pected shifting of the minimum volume stability limit curve 
by amounts proportional to B2 and H2. The critical point 
remains as a limit point, but now the perturbed shapes are 
nonsymmetric with respect to the plane z = 0. 

The effect of an isorotation of the liquid bridge around 
its axis is a shifting proportional to W of the minimum vol
ume stability limit curve. However, the bifurcation character 
remains unchanged, being of "pitchfork" type for slender
nesses greater than A^ and turning points for A< A^ . 
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APPENDIX: EXPRESSIONS FOR THE COEFFICIENTS 
OF THE BIFURCATION EQUATION 

1. Case A>AA (subcritical pitchfork bifurcation) 

By applying the resolubility condition (36) to the prob
lems of order e2(e2), e2(V), and e5(W), as was anticipated 
from the symmetries analysis done in Sec. IV, the results 
gn = 0, g2 = 0; and g5 = 0 are obtained. Therefore, some 

higher order terms become significant in the bifurcation 
equation. To calculate them, the functions and parameters 
un(z) and ru , u2(z) and r2 , u5(z) and r5 must be previ
ously determined. The obtained results are 

uu(z)=-
1 (l + acosa)(l-F2) 

2 (1 — a cos a)(F2 + a cos a) 

X F[r u(l + a cos a)-G](F2)] 

1 p (l-F2)(l + acosa) 
2 Jo (F2+acosa)(l-acosa) 

XF[ru(l + acosa)-G2
e(F

2)]dz, 

- j^He(F
2(z))dz 

fa( 1 + a cos a)sin2 a(K(a) — 2aE(a)) 

(Al) 

(A2) 

where 

G](F2) = Ge(F
2) 

acosa 2(l + 3acosa) 

G](F2)=-

F2 (1 + a cos a)(F2+ acosa) 

2acosa(5 + acosa) 

(F2+ acosa)2 

8a2 cos2 a ( l + a c o s a ) 

(F2+ acosa)3 

acosa 2(l + 3acosa) 

(A3) 

F2 ( l + acosa)(.F2 + acosa) 

2 a cos a( 17 + 24a cos a + 3 a2 cos2 a) 

(1 + a cos a)(F2 + a cos a)2 

16a2 cos2 a(5 + 3 a cos a) 

(F2+ acosa)3 

48a3 cos3 a( 1 + a cos a) 

(F2+acosa)4 (A4) 

He(F
2) 

(l-F2) 

(F+ acosa) 

a cos a(7 -acosa) 

(1 + a c o s a ) 

acosa 2(l + 9acosa) 

F2 (F2+acosa) 

2 a cos a( 17+46a cos a + 17a2 cos2 a) 

(F2+ acosa)2 

80a2 cos2 a( 1 + a cos a)2 

(F2+ acosa)3 

48a3 cos3 a( 1 + a cos a)2 

u2(z)z 

(F2+ a cosa ) 4 

r2 ( l + a c o s a ) 2 ( l - F 2 ) 

2 (1 —acosa)( i 7 2 +acosa) 

(A5) 

-F 

-F, 
z (l + acosa)z(l-Fz) 

i (I-acosa)(F2+ acosa) 
dz, (A6) 



2(K(a)cosa + E(a))a 

( l + a c o s a ) 3 ( K ( a ) - 2 a E ( a ) ) : 

u5(z)=- -F 
1 ( l + a c o s a ) 2 ( l - F 2 ) 

2 (1 —acosa) (F 2 +acosa) 

Fz p ( l + a c o s a ) 2 ( l - F 2 ) 

2 J 0 ( l —acosa) (F 2 +acosa) 

(A7) 

1+F 2 1 

X 
1 + 3 F 

dz. 

1 
5 12(K(a)-2aE(a)) 

-2aE{a)) + aE{a)} 

[ (7-4s in 2 a) (K(a) 

(A8) 

(A9) 

The coefficients g 3 , g 4 , g12 , g15 , and g m are then 
obtained after applying the resolubility condition (36) to the 
corresponding problems. The results are shown in Table I. 

Limit for a = Q (cylindrical liquid column, cosa=l , A 
= 7r, v = 1). In the neighborhood of this point, the following 
asymptotic expansions hold: 

77-/ 

K(a)=j\ ] 

77/ 
E ( a ) = - ( 1 

sin2 a 
sin4 a 

sin2 a 

64 

3 4 

- - s m a 

cos a = 1 
sin2 a 

dn w = 1 — sin asn w. 

By introducing these expansions into the expressions of 
the bifurcation equation coefficients (see Table I), the follow
ing approximations result: 

1 — 3 sin4 a — 8 
g\2—Wy 8\\\— ^ , 83^ " 2 ' * 

8 

sin2 a 

, m -

g\5 = 

32 

- 1 

2 ' 

77 sin a 

g4 = 

Therefore, the asymptotic behavior of the bifurcation 
equation in the neighborhood of the critical cylinder is 

sin2 a 
esin a\ 3 esin a] 2 

= 0. 

(A10) 

The different terms of this equation were already ob
tained by Meseguer,12 Vega and Perales,22 and Martinez23 in 
the limit case v = 1, A = it, with the eigenfunction sinz. For 
a<\, 

Fz — sin2 a snw cnw/(dn2 w + cosa) 

sinz sin(w cosa + E(a,amw)) 

sin a snw cnw 
2 sin(w + w) 

sin2 a 
(All) 

Thus, to reproduce the results of such references, bifur
cation equation (A10) must be divided by the factor (All) 
and the parameter e must be multiplied by the same quantity. 

2. Case A < A ^ (turning point) 

By applying the resolubility condition (36) to the prob
lem of order e2(V), 

2A 

2A||(/2,l)|p 
(A12) 

where 

ll(72,l)l|2 = ((72,l),(72,l)} = A J -
Ff2

2dz+l. 

The problems of order e3(H) and e4(B) lead to the ex
pected results g3 = 0 and g4 = 0, and thus higher order terms 
are needed. So, u3(z) and r3 , u4(z) and r4 , must be calcu
lated, the results being 

u3(u) = — • 
dn2w2 + cosa snw cnw 

snw9cnw9 dn2w + cosa : 

snucnu — — 
U4(u)=~ 2 [/?!(«)-/?!(«;)], dn w + cos a 

r4 = 0, 

where 

(A13) 

(A14) 

(A15) 

(A16) 

J 

hx(u) = 
(1 + cosa) a 3 „,3/2 

6 sin a 

(1+6 cos a + cos2 a) 
[cos2 a (w-K(a)) 2 + (E(a ,amw)-E(a)) 2 -dn 2 u] 

cosa(3 + 2 cosa + 3 cos a)(u — K(a))(E(a,ama)-E(a)) — 2 sin a (E(a,amx) — E(a))dx 
IK 

dnu snu 

cnw 

dnw cnw 

[cos2 a(l + 3 cosa)(w — K(a)) — (2 + 3 cos a —2 cos2 a)(E(a,amw) —E(a))] 

snw 
-[cosa(3 + cosa)(w— K(a)) + (1 — 3 cos a —2 cos a)(E(a,amw) —E(a))] (A17) 



Notice that hx(u) is a symmetric function with respect to 
u = K(a). 

For /' and j taking values 1,3, and 4, the resolubility 
condition (36) applied to problems (34) leads to 

1 

2A||(72,1)||2 

A 
UjUjdz — A 

f2Uj dz + rj I f2u j dz 
-A -A 

, 4 | zf2ur dz 
A 

i rA I 
V2[ulz(f2zu -f2u ) 

2 J-A(1+F2
Z)3/2 

+ uJZ(f2zii1-f2ulz)]dz + 3(Jl-J2) 

Quantities Jx and J2 are 

(A18) 

- ' 1 — I , - „ 1 , ! / 1 « Z , J7— \ , . „9 S Q/T«Z. 
'-A (1+FZ

2)5/2 " Z ' " 2 J -A( l+F 2 ) 3 / 2 

except in the case /' = 3, j = 4, where 

1 fA ?2Z(M3«4Z+M4«3Z) 
•/, 

( 1 + F ) 2\3/2 -<iz. (A19) 

As the integrands in the cases /' = 1 andy = 3 orj = 4, are 
odd functions of z and r 1 = r 3 = r4 = 0, the expected results 
g1 4=0 andg13 = 0 follow. 

Finally, by imposing the resolubility condition to the 
problem of order e5(W), the coefficient 

1 
gsz F3f2 dz, (A20) 

2A\\(J2,1)\\2J-A 

results. The above-mentioned integral can be expressed as 

-A 
F3f2dz = 

I2q2 sin a 
[3 cos2a(l + cos2a)5 — cos2a(l —4 cos2 a) g ] AM — [6(1— cos2a + cos4a)5 

(3 — 13 sin2 a + 8 sin4 a) g ] Alt — 2 sin2 a dnM2snM2cnM2[ —3(2 dn2M2 + ( l + cos2a))5 

3 ] 
( - 3 d n 2 M 2 + l - 4 c o s 2 a ) ] g - — [((l + cos2 a)B + Q)Au-(2B+Q)AE] , 

with q2, B, and Q given by expressions (21) and (22). 
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